HBS ESSAY WORD LIMITS
Once again, Harvard Business School is posing the same essay question . Consider Word Count: HBS offers no word
count guidance for this.

Do Not Rehash Your Resume: Just because HBS is a business school, you do not need to offer a detailed
discussion of your professional experience to date. Think about what diverse experience you bring. Our clients
have successfully composed essays anywhere from , words, though you should take a pass through your essay
to cut any unnecessary words if you find yourself on the upper end of that range. An ode to the awesomeness
of Harvard. Maturity, accomplishment, and leadership are highly valued qualities and this essay is your chance
to display those qualities through the stories you choose and the voice coming through your writing. However,
if your goals are part of a journey that clearly relates to or expresses your values or if they elucidate an
otherwise unclear connection between your past and your business school aspirations, then you might be an
exception. The resume is the outline, the essay if you think of it this way, is the meat of your novel. This year
the essay is required unlike two years ago but the essay question has changed from last year, and is instead
much more flexible like two years ago. Then you need to evaluate how to fill the gaps with the essay. Contact
us to learn more about Stacy Blackman Consulting. You want to tell us things. HBS presented little new or
changed from previous cycles. Finally, this essay is a chance for HBS to get to know you beyond your resume
and the limited and limiting boxes. These could be personal challenges, or perhaps interpersonal challenges.
You can read more about Shinewald and his firm in our MBA admissions consulting directory. More is
critical, but more of the same is a recipe for disaster! Our clients have successfully composed essays anywhere
from , words, though you should take a pass through your essay to cut any unnecessary words if you find
yourself on the upper end of that range. HBS students are ambitious, motivated and never boring. Last year
HBS recommended a video on the case method, which is worth watching now. What else â€” really and truly
â€” do you want HBS to know about you? What do you think recommenders will say? In fact, many
successful applicants will not discuss their past career at all. Know what you want to do, how your current
background and expertise fits in with what HBS can offer, and what you, yourself, intend to give back to the
school. If you must pull a number out of me, keep it under words, preferably under words. In doing so it
became the first top MBA program to provide that information, thus kicking off the application cycle.

